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Introduction:Introduction:Introduction:Introduction:    
 
CEDRA in partnership with Cairn India is implementing the Micro level 

Intervention (MLI) in Cairn pipe line villages under CSR in Gujarat. In line with the 
target, a launching of tailoring training for girls above age group of 18 was 
organized in the presence of Sarpanch, some village leaders, parents and CAIRN 
India representative on 9th of March 2014 at 2.30 pm.. This event was celebrated 
under International women’s week (8-14 March2015)  

 

    
     

    
    
    
    
About the event: About the event: About the event: About the event:     
CAIRN and CEDRA have successfully conducted tthree batches of 

Tailoring training in Pipaliya raj, Palasdi and Panch Dwarka villages of Wakaner 
block, where 72 girls were trained and presently majority of them are doing 
professional or semi professional stitching on their own by stitching dresses for 
self, family, neighbors etc with competitive rates. With such motivational outcome 
and local demand we planned to carry out 4th batch of tailoring training in 
Pratapgadh village of Wakaner block of Morbi district.  

 



 
 
 
As usual this training was organized in association with gram panchayat 

which provided premises for free of cost. Total 24 girls have registered for the 
training and the figure will increase in a day or two, the inauguration done by the 
Sarpanch of Pratapgadh Village. He appreciated CAIRN India’s efforts for social 
development and advised the participants to attend the training organized at their 
door step and would be helpful in livelihood support for economic sustainability.  
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Cairn India Representative Ms. Leela addressed the participants and 
gave examples of good practice followed at Pipaliyaraj and Palasdi and Panch 
Dwarka villages for effective training output. She reminded the girls about the 
international women’s day and its logical importance on such event. She along 
with CEDRA official Ms. Anju gave motivational speech towards making oneself 
self-reliant by learning various livelihood skill for further economic empowerment.  
Ms, Anju added that with professional learning and such skills women wil be able 
to carry out economic activities and help their families towards getting good life 
style. Ms. Leela also said that CAIRN India is always supporting socio-economic 
development activities under its CSR efforts on the basis of local demand and 
need. People need to give their time and commitment for desired outcomes. The 
trainer also gave motivational speech and said that this will help women towards 
economic growth. Girls also interacted on various issues along with their timings 
and other modalities.  

 
    

Training DTraining DTraining DTraining Duration:uration:uration:uration:    
This will a two months training. It will run between 12 - 6.00 every day except Sundays. 

 
 


